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Brazil | A more dovish Copom redirects its focus to the
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The minutes of last week's monetary policy meeting show that Copom is now more concerned about the
evolution of the Chinese economy and oil markets, which "can strengthen the scenario of convergence of
inflation to the 4.5% target in 2017". The more dovish tone used by the monetary authority supports our view
that the Selic will remain unchanged for some further time.

The Copom shows a more negative assessment of local and global
environments
On the one hand, the Monetary Policy Committee (Copom) revealed to be more concerned about the
evolution of local economic activity. The monetary authority highlighted that growth will be lower than
previously expected, especially due to "non-economic events" (an implicit reference to the ongoing political
turmoil, which included the impeachment process of President Dilma Rousseff). On the other hand,
regarding the external environment, the minutes of last week's monetary policy meeting highlighted the
"growing concerns about the Chinese economy and its impact on other economies" and "uncertainties
generated by low oil prices and their implications for companies in the sector and producing countries, as
well as for financial markets in general, with risks to global financial stability".  According to the Copom,
higher domestic and external uncertainties, together with the lagged effect of the previous tightening of local
monetary conditions, "can strengthen the scenario of convergence of inflation to the 4.5% target in 2017".

Copom's forecasts show 2017 inflation "slightly" above the 4.5% target
Monetary policy minutes suggested that although the Copom is also aiming at bringing inflation to within the
2.5%-6.5% target range (and not as close as possible of the central target as indicated in previous minutes)
in 2016, its main goal is to make inflation converge to 4.5% in 2017. As Copom's forecasts continue to show
that inflation will be only "slightly" above that goal, we take them as another dovish element of today's
minutes.

All in all, the minutes support our view of unchanged interest rates
going forward
Even though the minutes did not explicitly close the door for a monetary tightening in the next months, they
reinforced the overall perception that interest rates will be left unchanged for some further time. Anyway, the
external environment, and in particular the Copom's reading of it, which we see not only as dovish but also
as somewhat hasty, will likely play a more important role in future monetary policy decisions.
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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